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EDITORS NOTE:

DOMINIQUE ALEXANDER

E-MAIL: 

&

dominique@acfesa.com

It 's that time again. The first volume of the Veritas Magazine  for 2019 
is out! This year hosts some very exciting events, brand new and 
informative training courses and most importantly , we are now able 
to proudly announce the introduction of the CFE NQF Level 8 
Qualification!  NQF Level 8 : Q & A Document 

This volume will share with you the interactive ACFE SA Calendar and the ACFE SA Africa 
calendar  :

Click here to view the ACFE Africa calendar

Click here to view  the ACFE SA calendar

Amongst others we have our Imbizo coming up on 11 March 2019 , our Golf  Days ,  Gauteng on 17 
May 2019 and KwaZulu-Natal on 5 July 2019  , and our biggest event, the 12th  Annual African 
Conference and Exhibition from 16 - 18 September 2019. Make sure you do not miss out on these 
informative and auspicious events! 

We have been hard at work and are still in the process of updating our website . I am however, 
proud to announce the completion of our on-line apparel store and would love for you to go and 
browse through our store:

CLICK HERE TO VISIT OUR 
ON-LINE APPAREL STORE NOW !

*  Please note that to view all links contained within this printed magazine , you will have to refer to the 
on-line , electronic version thereof: 

 https://online.flippingbook.com/view/27494
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JACO DE JAGER - CEO
 

 

Dear members, 

  

I am in the fortunate position today of writing my letter from Zambia, looking out on the Vic Falls 
where I am attending the ESAAG Conference. Being here and having been able to talk to the 15 AGs 
who form part of ESAAG and the 1650 attendees made me realise once again of how we live and 
work in a global sphere and are no longer confined to South Africa , and just how "small"  and 
connected the world has become through technology such as airplanes, cellphones and the 
Internet. 

I was listening to the conversation of 5 staff members from 3 different countries whilst  
disembarking the aircraft ,discussing the conference and how some were there to learn and others 
to take a vacation first and then to learn, as a secondary endeavor. At that stage, I wondered 
whether we will ever win the war against fraud if that is the mentality of the majority. You will have 
those misusing the system to go on "excursions" for holiday purposes and the misusing of sick 
-leave? Having, however, listened to the various presentations and successes of the various 
countries who drive professionalisation and who discussed their PFM processes, I do believe that 
Africa is moving forward and that, eventually individuals such as the ones mentioned above ,  will 
need to change their attitude towards work in an ethical professional environment. 

  

That brings me to a statement made late last year when I informed you of the death of one of our 
then board members, Jacob Sibeko. At that stage, I asked you if each of you will be leaving behind a 
legacy ? I attended the funeral ceremony of Bruno Schiemsky last week and again was amazed at 
the impact he made on peoples lives, whether you are a criminal, colleague, friend or just passing 
by in the corridor, or an airport terminal. He was described as a mentor who was humble, 
generous to share information and experiences and was passionate about the educational and 
professional growth of his fellow staff members. 



I had to ask myself the question again, do I leave a legacy behind where people will say that I 
helped change the future of others and the industry, as Bruno did? Did I use every potential 
moment to live for my family and positively influence their lives and that of my colleagues and 
friends? Going back to my second paragraph, we have a choice as to how people look at our 
actions, how we treat other people and how we influence the lives of others. Thank you, Bruno, for 
the role you played in my life, the life of your family members and colleagues, and the role you 
played in our industry... 

  

March month is Imbizo month where we will be getting all the Heads of Forensics together to look 
at strategic matters which we believe might have a positive and negative impact in the way we work 
and on our industry as a whole. We have had an overwhelming response to our request to register 
and have already exceeded the number of delegates we had planned on having attend. We will 
need to take decisive decisions during this event on a number of pressing issues and therefore will 
be needing to ensure that all the critical role-players attend. Having already received 115 
registrations and wanting to limit this session to 100, please understand that we will not be able to 
accommodate everyone, although we would love to.

  

I lastly want to welcome our new CFEs and new Corporate Sponsors to the ACFE SA. I look forward 
to meeting you at one of our upcoming events.  



SPONSOR REGISTRATION INVITATION

UPCOMING EVENTS

http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/ACFE%20SA%20Golf%20Day%202019%20Sponsor%20Application.pdf
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/ACFE%20SA%20Golf%20Day%202019%20Registration%20forms.pdf
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/ACFESA%20Golfday%20invitation%202019.pdf


UPCOMING EVENTS
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NEED TO KNOW !
   

- To provide your  com m ent s on t he Healt h Fraud Exam iners 
Academ ic St andard, please click  here 

          Wil l  be open f rom  t he 1st  of  March 2019 -15 March 2019 @16:00  

 

  

- To provide your  f inal com m ent s on t he Voice St ress Analysis (VSA) 
Professional St andard, please click  here   

          Wil l  be open f rom  t he 1st  of  March 2019 -15 March 2019 @16:00

- Do you have Professional Indem nit y Cover  for  r isk  associat ed 
l iabil i t y- Com plet e t he Mem ber  Benef it   Survey t oday- cl ick  here 

https://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/(1) Health Fraud Investigator Academic Standards.pdf
https://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/(1) Health Fraud Investigator Academic Standards.pdf
https://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/Draft 2 - Forensic Standard VSA - 2019.pdf
https://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/Draft 2 - Forensic Standard VSA - 2019.pdf
https://acfesouthafricachapter.wildapricot.org/Sys/Poll/5965
https://acfesouthafricachapter.wildapricot.org/Sys/Poll/5965
https://acfesouthafricachapter.wildapricot.org/Sys/Poll/5965
https://acfesouthafricachapter.wildapricot.org/Sys/Poll/5965


 

  

7 November 2018 

Dear ACFE SA Member 

RE: SINGLE FEE E-MAIL RECEIVED FROM THE ACFE INTERNATIONAL 

We want to thank all our members who sent thank-you e-mails and provided positive feedback after 

receiving an e- mail from the ACFE International confirming that a single payment system will be 

effective as from  

1 November 2018 for new members and 1 February 2019 for current members of the ACFE SA. 

  Eight years ago, we embarked as a chapter on a drive to assist members, after receiving numerous 

requests, to introduce a single-fee system whereby members would make only one payment towards 

membership fees, paying both local and international membership. We are pleased to announce that 

not only did our hard work pay off, we further managed to negotiate a reduced fee for ACFE SA 

members. The ACFE International agreed to reduce all ACFE SA member rates, not only will members 

be saving on international fees and bank charges, the US$ amount will also include local membership 

fees, adding further savings towards local membership fees, of R900.00 for CFEs and R1,500.OO for 

Associates. We are thankful to the ACFE International for agreeing to the reduced fees and 

accommodating us with our request. 

Beginning 1 November 2018, new Associate members joining the ACFE will pay the $165, which will 

include both local and international membership fees. Current members will also be paying this 

reduced, single fee. 

 

  

Vat Number: 4280242217 Registration no: 1999/014 890/ 08 

P.O. Box 2664, Brooklyn Square, 0075 

Tel: (012) 346 1913 Fax: (012) 3461927 

E-mail: memberservices@acfesa.co.za  

Membership to the Local Chapter remains optional, however, we feel that it is worth mentioning that 

should you choose to be only an International Member of the ACFE, you will forfeit /  lose out on the 

above-mentioned benefit and will not receive reduced rates (i.e., International Membership Fee then 

remains $225). Payment, as from 1 February 2019, inclusive of both the membership fees  .



 

  

To all our Affiliate Members, we recommend that you invest in becoming Associate Members. Not 

only will you save on membership fees and be recognised on an international level, you will also be 

eligible to write the CFE International Examination.  

 

  

All invoices for Associates and CFE renewals will be done on-line via the ACFE International. Once you 

have renewed on-line, the Local Chapter will be notified, and your records will be updated locally 

reflecting that you are in fact a member in good standing. 

  Lastly, for our current Certified Fraud Examiners who are members of the ACFE SA Chapter, we would 

further like to offer you the opportunity to attend two regional events at no cost, in order to say 

thank you for the ongoing support. Please take note that this token of appreciation will be valid until 

1 June 2019. 

The ACFE continues to have the best interest of its members at heart and will always strive for 

reduced rates for both training and membership fees, so that members may concentrate on the 

important function at-hand, that of fighting fraud. 

  Kind Regards 

  

    

Mr. Jaco De Jager 

ACFESA CEO  

 

  

 

ACFE 

 

ACFE SA 

 

TOTAL 

 

Associates 

 

$100 

 

$65 

 

$165 

 

CFE?s 

 

$125 

 

$65 

 

$190 

 

Retired Members 

 

$60 

 

Can contact the ACFE 

 

$60 

 

Affiliates 

 

  

 

R2100 .00

 

R2100.00 



Mo una Ek st een
Ex ec ut iv e head

 

  

Micro-insurance and Medical Aid products share the same risk 

More and more insurance companies enter the market with new age micro-insurance products that 
are flexible and consumer centric. Insurance providers recognise that they cannot continue with 
traditional and largely stagnant operating models. New age products are distributed via digital 
platforms, such as cell phones, reaching far more potential new clients than what traditional risk 
mitigation structures can manage.   

KPMG did an Insurance Industry survey in 2018 and they defined micro-insurance as, ?insurance 
products that offer coverage to low-income households. A micro-insurance plan provides protection 
to individuals who have litt le savings and is tailored specifically for lower valued assets and 
compensation for illness, injury or death?.  

New disruptive products offer rapid underwriting and customize cover for the shortest period -a 
powerful tool to assist policy holders in their fight against poverty as it creates a financial safety net. 
Fraudsters are aware of the new and more sophisticated products available and use this innovative 
trend to their advantage, creating a serious threat to the long-term sustainability of these products.  

To support enhanced decision-making and timely interactions, insurance, banking and medical aid 
providers need a 360-degree view of their customer risk profile. However, the reality is that many 
insurance and medical aid providers rely on a variety of disparate risk processes. The widespread 
modernization and major regulatory changes are also forcing providers to take a long, hard look at 
the traditional ways of mitigating risk. Digital innovation is having a profound influence on the 
insurance and medical aid sector, challenging providers to evolve their risk strategies to remain 
competitive. 

Responding to this evolution means delivering cost-effective and efficient tools, data analytics, 
systems and processes.  It is now, more than ever, important for all insurance and medical aid 
providers to adapt faster than the fraudsters, by employing cutting-edge tools and making fraud 
prevention an integral part of every point in the transaction chain. Traditional rule-based approaches 
to fraud detection typically used in the insurance industries often result in many valid claims being 
flagged as suspicious, requiring unnecessary investigation. These false positive flags results in both 
unnecessary expenses being incurred, delays in paying valid claims and potential damaging 
relationships with clients.   

By using data smartly, using sophisticated algorithms to combine datasets and detect connections 
and patterns using visualization tools, service providers of micro-insurance and medical aid products 
can effectively mitigate their fraud risk. The need for a real-time identification, response and 
prevention (data-to-decision process) of fraud is essential to reduce the insurer?s fraud exposure. 



 

  

As an example of processing large data sets effectively, findings of a study done on an international 
medical aid scheme revealed several impossible claims. Patients were treated for smallpox, a 
disease that has been completely eradicated, with the last known case in 1949 in the United States. 
In the same study high volume of dental treatment of toddlers raised red flags. Similarly, a high 
volume of claims pertaining ?Leomyoma of Uterus? were flagged and after analysis all claims 
regarded as suspicious, seeing that a portion of them were performed on male patients, an obvious 
impossibility. A ratio between paid and unpaid claims were calculated and the severe anomaly were 
analysed and found that all the treatments for breast cancer and uterine bleeding were for males.  

In short, companies that can leverage off the swing towards micro-insurance and similar medical aid 
products, and create simple, flexible solutions to customer needs supported by effective risk 
mitigation tools will be at the forefront of this innovation revolution.  

   

Layering data modelling onto various forms of customer data, exception reporting, financial trends, 
geospatial data and historic fraud data, it becomes possible to predict which customers have a 
higher propensity to commit fraud at claims stage. Effective machine learning fraud models aims to 
more accurately identify fraudulent claims, greatly reducing the number of false positive 
investigations. The fraud models also allow quick overview on low risk claims, allowing these claims 
to be paid as quickly as possible and without any client inconvenience.  



 

  

Established in 1997, Pro Scripto has grown into a SA class-leading professional document 
examination service provider to supports the judicial process. We specialize in forensic 
exam inat ion of  quest ioned/disput ed signat ures, handwr it ing and pr int ed m at t er . We present  
exper t  evidence, nat ionally and int ernat ionally in judicial proceedings. 

We evaluat e forensic docum ent  exam inat ion repor t s for  com pliance w it h best  pract ice 
st andards. We maintain updated on international research and best practice methodologies 
through professional membership of international regulatory bodies and participation in subject 
related developments. We adhere to a professional code of conduct. 

Pro Scripto provide QD awareness training through the ACFE on an annual basis.  (14 CPE points). 

We consult  nat ionally and int ernat ionally on special project s in docum ent  and pr int  secur it y. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION & QUOTES 

Jannie Bester                                       Leon Esterhuyse                              Tel: (of f ice) +27 12 4306300 

MCFS (UK), M Inst D, CFE                     Dip Pol (Admin)                                  Alt ernat ive) 0861 333002 

Mobile: +27 (0) 832733410               Mobile: +27 (0)82 374 6979            Websit e: 
www.proscr ipt o.co.za  

Email: proscrip@mweb.co.za           Email: leon@proscripto.co.za  

ADVERTISE YOUR FRAUD- RELATED 
VACANCIES ON OUR WEBSITE  :

ht t p:/ /www.acfesa.co.za

Cont act : Dom inique Alexander  

Tel: 012 346 1913

E-m ail: dom inique@acfesa.co.za
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Discover ing Discovery: Next  Generat ion Review  

In a meeting recently, a partner exclaimed, ?I understand eDiscovery now, we have Mike with us!?. They 
then had to fill me in on the TV series, Suits. Mike Ross has the ability to retain every word he has 
ever read and, over and above a photographic memory, he can process and analyse this life time of 
information to make that winning argument on the spur of the moment. It made sense. The 
eDiscovery tools we had been discussing are the technology equivalent of having Mike on your 
team.  

Discovery now goes further than simply giving you the requested information, for example, 
providing keyword responsive documents to you. These next generation review tools show you the 
conversations people are having, between whom and when, without the need to read a single 
document. Conversely, the path of an investigation can be turned on its head based on the content 
of one document. Discovery allows investigators to quickly identify potentially 
relevant/helpful/damaging documentation in preparation for interviews and to understand the key 
evidence early on. 

Timing is critical for investigators to forensically preserve data potentially relevant to an issue, as 
and when it arises, to avoid data being inadvertently or purposefully destroyed. Discovery experts 
apply forensic practices to collect, preserve and process data that can be hosted and reviewed 
within secure document review tools. This provides investigators with the flexibility and scalability 
any investigation requires as well as ensuring legally defensible methodologies and chain of 
custody that can be later relied upon in court.  

A Discovery team is made up of digital forensic experts for collecting data, technicians for 
processing the data and legal and forensic experts to manage the review methodologies. To allow 
investigators to get the most out of their data, processing typically includes unzipping zip folders, 
extracting email attachments and embedded documents within office documents so that they can 
be considered as documents in their own right, whilst maintaining the relationship between the 
documents. The documents? text and metadata is then extracted using processing and optical 
character recognition (OCR) tools. The metadata for a document can include who created, modified 
and printed it and on what date(s), who sent and received it, where it was saved and what it was 
renamed to. This means that the content of the document, even scanned documents, photographs 
and the like, is available for running complex searches and utilising machine learning.  

Discovery professionals are increasingly utilising analytics to structure unstructured data across an 
ever increasing range of data sources, making the data work together to tell you a story. Analytics 
provide unique insights by clustering similar documents independently and building connections 
between different types of evidence. The available data sources can range from emails, loose office 
documents contained on laptops, servers and filing cabinets (yes, hardcopy) to case management 
systems, audit files, social media and other Internet of Things. 

 

 Clayt on Thom opoulos  and Linda Sheenan



 

  

We?ve seen a rapid increase in the amount of data in scope for an investigation, making it 
impossible to rely on manual review which essentially drives the investigation approach and 
output. The use of these advanced analytics tools make it possible to easily navigate through these 
massive amounts of documents and to extract relevant evidence quickly and efficiently. To put it in 
context, experience dictates that 100,000 documents could be stored on just one person?s lap top 
and portable device. It would take one reviewer approximately 200 working days to review all of 
these documents under a traditional, manual review. This not only minimises the review costs and 
timeframes involved but it also allows investigators to concentrate on the important matters at 
hand, while maintaining coding decisions for ease of electronic and hardcopy bundle creation and a 
complete history of user activity throughout the review. 

Machine learning can be used to assist reviews in a number of different ways. Machine learning 
typically employs a layered approach of filtering, analytics, text categorization (?predictive coding?) 
and validation to inform decision-making. For example, a document is categorised based on its text 
and similarity to other documents. A relevant document will be given a score that allows the 
machine to quickly identify other documents that are very likely relevant based on statistical 
confidence levels. The same process is followed for identifying documents that are very likely to be 
non-relevant to help guide you to exclude documents from review.  

There are two commonly used machine learning tools, the latter being most relevant to 
investigators: 

1. Technology Assisted Review (TAR) 

2. Continuous Multimodal Learning (CMML): 

TAR is where a subject matter expert (SME) trains the computer to identify issues and relevancy 
within a large set of documents. The SME reviews a subset of the documents and the computer 
categorises the larger data set based on the SME?s decisions. Typically, the SME re-trains the 
computer across a number of iterations of a controlled workflow in order to get to a satisfactory 
confidence level with the computer?s decisions across the wider population of data. Magistrate 
Judge Andrew Peck notably considered TAR to be the best and most efficient search tool over and 
above the use of keywords in the Hyles v. New York City, No. 10 Civ. 3119 (AT)(AJP), 2016 WL 4077114 
S.D.N.Y. Aug. 1, 2016 matter. 

The content and properties of a document stripped out by a processing tool can be pulled into 
interactive dashboards allowing you to get the overall picture of the insights available within your 
data set. This allows investigators to review all data together and maintain the proper context and 
chronology of the entire data set, regardless of its source. 

Fraudsters have realised the danger of the written word. We are seeing the Internet of Things 
providing new and revolutionary ways for investigators to obtain evidence. For example, possible 
audio recordings of a murder in America could be taken from short bursts that an Amazon Echo 
records before the ?Alexa wake up word?. This information, in the form of audio or 
auto-transcriptions, can be pulled together with other data sources, such as, the devices paired 
with the Echo on or around the time of the murder, messaging chats and geolocations.  



 

  

Deloitte Discovery South Africa acts as part of the global team, utilising the same leading 
eDiscovery technology used around the world, such as, Nuix, Relativity and Brainspace. Some of 
the ways we are assisting are: 

· An organisation facing lit igation and/or raided by a regulator (the Competition Commission) and 
needs to understand the case it may have against them before its opposing party/regulator does 

· Proactive steps to identify if there is any fraud taking place in the organisation, particularly if a 
new business has been acquired 

 

  

· Drawing on practical experience in collection of data and local data protection laws across the 
globe 

· Securely storing data in a centralised platform for collaboration of subject matter experts across 
various locations at anytime 

· Significantly reducing the number of documents to be reviewed by implementing de-duplication. 
eDiscovery tools identify exact copies of documents allowing you to only a see a document once 
rather than coming across it multiple times.  

· Advanced searching techniques and machine learning 

· Finding the illusive ?smoking gun? by uncovering unknown colloquial language or code words 
being used in the data set through analytics. Machine learning tools offer up the words and 
sentences used by your custodians that are conceptually similar to your list of keywords and 
visually group together categories of documents having the same conversations, but not 
necessarily using the same words.  

· Multilingual review attorneys across multiple locations increasing accuracy, reducing risk and cost 
of translation 

· Securely preserving, transferring, collecting, storing and disclosing data, locally and globally 

· Implementing cost and time efficient document review workflows for any size investigation teams 

Clayton Thomopoulos is a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) with 22 years? experience in Forensics. He 
is a Director at Deloitte Risk Advisory and currently leads Deloitte South Africa?s eDiscovery practice. 

Linda Sheehan is a UK qualified solicitor and Relativity Certified Administrator with over 10 years' 
experience in Litigation and e-Discovery. She is a Senior Manager at Deloitte Risk Advisory. 

  

   

TAR has been assisting lawyers with the disclosure process for the past three years. It has 
significantly reduced the cost and time of manual review. Often, lawyers would disclose the 
documents identified to be relevant to their opposition without having read a percentage of these 
documents. 

TAR allows for a very structured, planned review workflow that is not always suited to the 
immediate needs of an investigation. CMML is a relatively new technology which caters more for 
early case assessment and investigation. CMML applies a similar approach but learns ?on the fly? 
rather than following the rigid TAR methodology. CMML tools actively listen to you and proactively 
offer up information you were not aware of and didn?t know to look for. An everyday example of 
this would be a streaming service suggesting the next movie you should watch based on the 
(re)viewer?s previous decisions (namely, the movies that they watched most recently).   







ADDITIONAL MEMBER BENEFITS

Retai l  Price List 

Current Specials 

 

 *  Please remember to state that you are from the ACFE SA and provide your membership 
number to the relevant person assisting at any of the above Service Providers, in order to enjoy 

the discounted rates and specials on offer .

http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/WEBLINK_ASSOCIATION%20OF%20CERTIFIED%20FRAUD%20EXAMINERS.pdf
http://www.xds.co.za/
https://v4all.co.za/acfe/
http://www.pretorianoordtoyota.co.za/
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/KYC%20ACFE%202018%20(1).pdf
https://www.allenjoss.co.za/ford/
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/Ford%20Retail%20Specials.pdf
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/Ford%20Retail%20Specials.pdf
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/Ford%20Retail%20Specials.pdf
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/Ford%20Specials.pdf
http://www.acfesa.co.za/resources/Documents/Ford%20Specials.pdf
https://secure.avis-europe.com/secure/preferred/default.aspx


ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

The  ACFE SA offer companies and individuals the opportunity to advertise in this 
quarterly magazine . This magazine is sent to in excess of  6000 active members.  

This is excellent exposure for any company or individual. 

WORTH EVERY CENT!

ADVERTISING STRUCTURE: 

 

  

 

1 Quar t er  

 

2 Quar t ers 

 

3 Quar t ers 

 

4 Quar t ers 

 

Half  Page  

 

R 1 300 

 

R 2 500 

 

R 3 500 

 

R 5 000 

 

Full Page 

 

R 2 500 

 

R 5 000 

 

R 7 500 

 

R 10 000 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT:

If  you t ake all four  quar t ers you w il l  get  a 20% discount :

-  Half  page - R 4 000
-  Full page-   R 8 000



ACFE SA HEALTH FORUM
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APPOINTING SKILLED PROFESSIONALS 

Today most industries are exponentially smarter than they have ever been before; yet we still see 
forensic personnel being employed with insufficient pre-employment screening being performed 
and in some instances the very same personnel are bringing these companies to disrepute.  How 
do you know that these people are who they say they are; genuinely possess the qualifications 
they claim to have; are as trained and experienced as they profess to be?  Historically the 
healthcare and other industries were notorious for ?rogue investigators? who believed that 
strong-arm tactics and threatening behavior could coerce the truth out of potential witnesses.  
Those days are long gone and we all have a duty to protect the public by employing honorable 
and properly trained individuals.  

Investigators who are properly trained and equipped will have no problem with:

- Prescribing to documented and approved Professional Standards;

- Prescribing to a Code of Ethics;

- Subjecting themselves to criminal and credit vetting;

- Undergoing a vetting and validation of their qualifications. 

It is also widely accepted that honest and ethical individuals will conduct their investigations with:

- Integrity and objectivity;

- Professional competence;

- Due professional care;

- Open communication;

- Confidentiality.



It is important to note that the public and companies in general will very seldom remember the 
genuine achievements of the professionally trained and skilled investigator, but you can be sure 
they will recall and talk about the illegal, immoral and sloppy work of the unprofessional 
practitioner. 
 

  

This article is not intended to put you off if you think you don?t fit the image that is misleadingly 

considered to be a ?typical? private investigator; there is no such thing. If you have an enquiring 

mind, a keen eye-for-detail and excellent people skills, then, with the correct training, there is no 

reason why you can?t become a skilled investigator. 

It is estimated that around 45% of investigators operating in the private sector are former police 

officers. Whilst most of the work they now carry out will be of a civil nature, some of the skills they 

acquired in the police force are occasionally useful, as some matters can overlap into criminality. 

Whilst that type of earlier training can be helpful, it is certainly not a pre-requisite, as investigation 

in the private sector requires many different skills. 

Whilst there are some very good training providers out there, from whom genuine educational and 

practical skills can be acquired, you should be mindful that there are also numerous so-called 

?training academies? that will print you off a fancy looking diploma once you have paid your money, 

which, quite frankly, will mean absolutely nothing to a potential client who is looking to check an 

investigator?s suitability. Choosing the right training provider is therefore vital. 

This industry is certainly not shrinking and can offer an extremely interesting and satisfying career 

for the right person who is prepared to work long and sometimes unsocial hours. If this is turns out 

to be your choice of career, then we wish you every success.  
 

  

The founding members of the ACFE SA Health Forum recognised that there was a great need for 

formal training for healthcare investigators as none exist in the current training market of South 

Africa. The ACFE SA was approached to facilitate this in 2012 and in 2014 the Terms of Reference 

for the Forum were finalised. The Forum is in the process of developing and finalising the Health 

Fraud Investigator training course, but our Professional Standards have already been developed 

and approved. The Academic Standards have been developed and are currently published for 

comment.  

The Health Forum is also tasked with creating awareness about fraud and fraud prevention. To this 

end, we interact with other ACFE SA Forums and also Regional Committees and their events.  

  

Aut hor : Lynette Swanepoel ? Chair: ACFE SA Health Forum 

Em ail: Healthforum@acfe.co.za

mailto:Healthforum@acfe.co.za






Name Surname Region

Christoffel Du Toit Cape Town

Marco Badenhorst Free State

Ina Schlachta Gauteng

Rathabi Moshokwa Gauteng

Miachora Methula Gauteng

Weslee Rohhamlal KZN

WELCOME TO OUR NEW CFE'S





 

 Who is The Ant i - Fraud Risk  
Invest igat ions and Com pliance Academ y 
(AFRICA)? 

 

  

The AFRICA Training Academy is an Authorized Training Provider appointed by the ACFE 

International to provide training on the 4-day CFE Review Course, 10-day CFE Preparation 

Course and all Workshops. AFRICA is the sole provider of these courses and their training is 

endorsed by the ACFE SA.    

  
The AFRICA Training Academy is registered as a training college with the Department of 

Higher Education and adhere to the requirements set out by SAQA, the QCTO, FASSET and 

the ACFE.  

  The vision of  t he AFRICA Training Academ y: 

To be seen as THE TRAINING ENTITY for Africa, providing expert and quality training services 

to all chapters, members, and interested parties, in the fight against white-collar crime. 

  The m ission of  t he AFRICA Training Academ y: 

AFRICA Training Academy strives to improve the level of professionalism and positively 

influence the quality of training delivered to ACFE Members throughout Africa.  
 

  

AFRICA Training Academ y: 

Marius Smit ? Director, President 

Jaco de Jager - Acting CEO 

  
Cont act  det ails:  

  
ceo@africata.co.za 

  
finance@africata.co.za 

  
training@africata.co.za 

  
012 346 1888  



 

  

Roles and responsibil i t ies of  t he ACFE Int ernat ional, ACFE SA and AFRICA Training 

Academ y 

  

ACFE Int ernat ional: 

- The ACFE International has appointed the AFRICA Training Academy, to offer training on the 

4-day Review Course, 10-day Preparation course and various other Workshops in the 

respective African countries. 

  

Associat ion of  Cer t if ied Fraud Exam iner  Sout h Afr ican Chapt er : 

- The ACFE SA is a nonprofit organisation 

- The ACFE SA will host all Regional events 

- Membership will be the sole responsibility of the ACFE SA   

- The ACFE SA will be the regulator and will ensure that the Academy adheres to all the 

standards set out. 

- The ACFE SA will step into the Auditing role (Quality Assurance Provider for SAQA). The ACFE 

SA will be the SETA regarding the NQF Level 7 and Level 8. 

  

AFRICA Training Academ y 

Off ice - Rent ing of f ice space form  t he ACFE SA 

  

- The AFRICA Training Academy and ACFE SA are 2 separate companies.  

- The Academy is a profit-driven company. 

- The AFRICA Training Academy will be contracted by the ACFE SA to present all workshops 

and CFE courses on behalf of the ACFE SA 

- The AFRICA Training Academy will be hosting the ACFE Annual African Conference and 

Exhibition. 

- The AFRICA Training Academy will be responsible for the training of all Service Providers 

registered and accredited by the Academy,  



- The Academy will be offering the respective courses on behalf of the ACFE SA 

- The Academy needs to ensure they adhere to the respective standards set out by the ACFE 

SA and ACFE International. 

- The AFRICA Training Academy will offer administrative functions include, however, are not 

limited to: 

o Registration of delegates  

 

  

o Issuing of invoices and collection of all outstanding monies 

o CPE certificates to be issued on a regular basis 

o Marketing of events 

  More inform at ion about  t he AFRICA Training Academ y 

  Purpose of  t he 4-day CFE Review  & 10-day CFE Preparat ion Courses of fered by t he 

AFRICA Training Academ y: 

The purpose is to provide those who meet the ACFE requirements, with an opportunity to 

prepare and complete the Advanced Certificate: Fraud Examination. This course is registered 

with FASSET based on SAQA Unit Standard 67269 -NQF Level 7. Upon completion of the 

course, you will be required to write the International CFE (Certified Fraud Examiner) 

Examination. Upon successful completion of the examination, candidates receive a SAQA 

qualification, CFE designation, Ex-Officio Commissioner of Oath status, and qualify to write 

the ACFE SA -NQF Level 8 examination. 

  Who should at t end: 

This course is applicable to those who intend writing the International CFE examination, i.e. 

Fraud Examiners, Legal Practitioners, Forensic Auditors, Forensic Investigators, Internal 

Auditors, Risk Managers, Ethics Officers, Compliance Officers, and employees from financial 

institutions and insurance companies. 

n order to write the examination, the applicant must be an Associate Member of the ACFE, 

have a degree with two years? working experience or  have at least eight years? working 

experience in fraud detection, prevention and investigation.  



I  

  

What  Does t h is Relat e To?  

We have noticed that several chapters do not comply with Chapter Bylaws and the 

requirements set out by the ACFE due to a lack of funding, or a lack of available time and 

resources. AFRICA Training Academy will be able to assist not only to grow the chapter by 

increasing the number of CFEs, through our review courses, but will also assist in providing 

ACFE workshop courses in the respective African countries, which can be an income 

generator for the chapter AND increase the skills set of members at the same time.  
 

  

AFRICA Training Academy?s? aim is to further enhance intellectual growth and to contribute to 

society in order to fight crime. We want to equip learners in South Africa and in the African 

Countries with the necessary competence to remain informed within their respective careers, 

to inspire integrity, objectivity, and professionalism in the forensic field, and to make a 

difference in South Africa, as well as in African Countries by clamping down on fraud and 

corruption levels.  

The AFRICA Training Academ y is aut hor ised t o of fer  t rain ing in t he follow ing Afr ican 

Count r ies: 

Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, 

Zambia, Zimbabwe 

  Please note the CFE Course is an accredited NQF Level 7 qualification, which is equivalent 

to a full degree. By offering this course to members you not only offer them a designation 

and professional status but also a qualification. 

  We are further planning to host 2 (two)-day workshop courses in various African countries to 

assist all in meeting the CPE requirements as set out in the By-Laws and aiding all in 

improving and developing their skill sets and meeting their 20 CPE points requirements. Do 

note that should auditors attend these courses they can claim the CPD obtained from these 

events from other professional bodies such as the IIA, IoD, IRMSA, Compliance Institute, etc. 

  General Inform at ion: 

Courses on this programme are not readily available. Those who were sensitised and trained 

in the forensic discipline gained not only in knowledge but acquired new skills which allowed 

them to perform better and to contribute within their respective institutions, towards finding 

solutions in the never-ending fight against economic-related crimes.  



The CFE status is branded as the globally preferred credential in the forensic arena, which 

can assist delegates in advancing their career into a position as an expert in the profession. 

The CFE designation is the ONLY designation in our industry, recognised internationally in 

more than 185 countries. The earning potential for CFE?s internationally is 23% more than 

that  

 

  

  

What  is a scarce sk il l? 

Scarce and Critical sk il ls are def ined as "an absolute or relative demand: current or in 

future; for sk il led; qualified and experienced people to fill particular roles/professions, 

occupations or specialisations in the labour market. 

  The Forensic Accountant is registered as an OFO code as well as scarce skill and the ACFE SA 

is in the process of registering the Fraud Examiner as a scarce skill  









CONTACT
DETAIL S: 

Tell: (012) 346 1913

www.acfesa.co.za

Jaco de Jager (CEO): jaco@acfesa.co.za

Charmaine L isse ( Execut ive Personal Assistant ) :  

charmaine@acfesa.co.za

Melanie Venter (Finances): melanie@acfesa.co.za

Chantell Schoeman (Training Officer) : chantell@acfesa.co.za

Nelly Khoza (Membership): nelly@acfesa.co.za

Janine Habig (Legal Officer): janine@acfesa.co.za

Dominique Alexander(Communicat ions and Branding Officer) : 

dominique@acfesa.co.za

Disclosure: Please take note that all advertising and articles contained in this magazine are the 
opinions of the writers thereof and not that of the ACFE SA
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